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Phishing, social engineering, brute force attacks: Many cyber attacks use untrained employees as a weak point. Hackers 
send invoices under false pretences, load the spy software onto the PC or decrypt simply chosen passwords in the shortest 
possible time. The e-learning training includes more than 30 security awareness trainings, with which you can effectively 
sensitize your employees to IT risks. Our didactic concept combines vivid texts, videos and multiple-choice questions, 
which can be easily integrated into your daily work in form of 10- to 15-minute lessons.

Cyber Defense Awareness Trainings

"My employees  
are the strongest 
defense."

Raise your employees' awareness of IT risks – by means of the Online Security 
Awareness Trainings from G DATA.

Source: ESI ThoughtLab

of companies consider untrained employees to be the biggest vulnerability 
for cyber attacks.87 %

o Significantly reduces the risk of expensive cyber attacks

o Easy and fast implementation

o Prevent GDPR fines for data protection violations

Know all risks o Specialist topics selected by experts

o Constant supplementation in the event of current dangers

o Overview of your employees' progress

Safe in the long term o Multilingual for all employees

o Regular units for long-term learning

o Ideal preparation for ISO 27001 certification

Save costs
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What?  E-Learning library with more than 30 security awareness trainings

Why?   Long-term secure behavior by your employees

Who?   Multilingual for employees of all departments and countries
   (German, English, Dutch, French, Italian, Spanish)

How long?  Selectable from 1 to 3 years, prolongable

When?   During everyday work thanks to short course units

Where?   Can be used at all locations

At a glance                   ⁄

Topics

• The new way of working

fl Risk management & passwords

ä Phishing & malware

w Informationen classification

© Working in the cloud

j Report information  
       security incidents

Á Social engineering

˘ Mobile devices

± Be careful with information

Effective didactic concept

The contents of the training courses are pre-
sented in a varied way and teach knowledge via 
multiple-choice questions, videos and quick tips. 
By making your employees active, they optimally 
keep in mind what they have learned.

Simple administration

The quick setup does not require any special 
IT knowledge. Simply add multiple employees 
simultaneously to the training platform. The clear 
reporting function allows you to keep track of 
individual progress.   

Make your employees the strongest defense.
A short video insight into the trainings and more details about the didactic learning concept 
may be found under:

gdatasoftware.co.uk/awareness-training
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